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ABSTRACT

The present study aims to establish an evaluation of the interactive tool for psychope-
dagogical recovery “Titíapp” based on usability and accessibility metrics, as well as
to collect impressions from the user’s point of view in order to establish their experi-
ence in the process of interaction with the tool. For this purpose, a methodology that
consists of a series of techniques is applied; starting with the analysis of similarities
to determine differentiating elements, accessibility and usability evaluations that pre-
sent a first approach to the tool, and finally, the collection of the user’s experience
in their interaction with the application, triangulated with other techniques such as
the interview and the evaluative focus group. This allows extracting valuable informa-
tion to establish recommendations that promote the improvement of the tool from the
perspectives of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION

To address this study, it is necessary to understand that technological tools
have become an influential element in educational environments. From this,
the educational system has been reconfigured with the insertion of digi-
tal platforms as learning enhancing resources, as established by Roig-Vila
(2016). Traditional paradigms have been affected by the transformation of
pedagogical dynamics that see information and communication technologies
as a potential support to improve the teaching-learning processes.

One of the possible limitations in this context is the level of digital “lite-
racy” of the users, as well as others related to technology, such as access to
resources, connections, performance of the hardware and software used for
the training process. This is where interactive tools must be able to adapt to
the needs of users and their context.

Barroso & Cabero (2010), agree that technologies within the spectrum
of education have generated a strong impact, since, from the discipline of
design, these platforms can obey endless categories and uses. The support to
educational processes with means of information transmission such as text,
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Figure 1: Functions of interactive platforms in education. (Adapted from Ochoa, 2014).

Figure 2: TitíApp application user interface.

animation, video, sound and, exponentially, interaction, ensure that the lear-
ning process has motivational factors, which makes teaching a dynamic and
effective space.

In this sense, interactive platforms fulfill various functions in the teaching
exercise as detailed by Ochoa (2014), from an informative approach to a
playful learning context (see Figure 1).

The User-Centered Design philosophy served as the basis for the develo-
pment of “Titíapp” (Caicedo et al., 2019), understood as a methodology
directed towards the design of products governed by the characteristics and
needs of the user and its context. Thus, it is of utmost importance to deeply
know those whowill use the tool, how they react to the narrative, design, inte-
raction and other elements in order to take permanent actions to improve the
platform and consequently the user experience, as established by Montero,
Fernández and Iazza (2004).

“TitíApp” is an interactive tool that contributes to the process of psycho-
pedagogical recovery, focused on children who are attending a basic level of
education. This application, which is supported by the inclusion of new tech-
nologies, contains a series of exercises that serve as support in reading-writing
training (see Figure 2). The development of the exercises is contextuali-
zed from a specific theme in order to generate motivational factors that
accompany the learning process.
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The User-Centered Design as a differentiating factor in its construction,
based on the in-depth study of the user, needs and context, results in a narra-
tive line addressed throughout the exercise of interaction with the tool that
starts from a local theme such as the rescue of endangered animal species in
Ecuadorian territory.

According to Rosenblat (2017), it is important to consider and recognize
the regional diversity of language, historical influence, cultural and geogra-
phical contexts, and other aspects that renew and enrich language. On the
contrary, the pedagogy of experience points to the development of narrative-
driven thinking that, from the point of view of empathy, facilitates the linkage
of learning processes with the user’s experiences in their environment, as
concluded by Domingo & Ferré (2010).

On the other hand, conceiving a platform that meets the standards of
access and use is necessary to become a contribution to education. Puyu-
elo, M., Val, M., Merino, L., & Gual, J. (2018). mention that, “Only through
a correct interaction with the devices and the experience of a correct feed-
back, the user gets to participate in the content and enrich their knowledge.”
(p. 104). In training spaces, the use of interactive technological resources
cannot be subject to accessibility limitations, be they cultural, contextual or
functional. On this basis, it is practically impossible to conceive the design
outside the needs of the people to whom the developed product or service is
addressed (Montero, 2017, p. 15).

A study conducted by Lanna & Oró (2016, p. 79) shows that the main
barriers of technology in the service of education are focused on problems
regarding access, visual design, interaction, adaptability and navigation;
which shows that these were not conceived under the needs of users and the
characteristics of the context. Thus, the need arises to evaluate the “Titiapp”
tool so that it is consistent with the reality of children, since this promotes
motivational experiences and reinforces the learning process.

Focusing on the user, his experiences and context, according to Domingo
& de Larra Ferré (2010), is of vital importance for the construction of what
is known as the pedagogy of experience, which requires a common thread
that starts from the empathy to the connection of learning with the user’s
experiences.

In order for the interactive tools and the user interface to meet the obje-
ctive of being easy to use and navigate, it is important to establish permanent
studies that allow evaluating the standards met both in access and use. More-
over, it is necessary to evaluate to detect problems in the tasks performed by
the user, which can affect the achievement of objectives and consequently the
user experience.

Frequently, the failure of interactive platforms is generated as a result of
“classic” errors (Fernández, 2019, p. 40) that occur in the 3 moments of
creation of an interactive product: during the process, when the product is
conceived or in the development phase. Additionally, the publication of the
application or versions without iteration processes that allow detecting errors
and opportunities to constantly improve and enhance the tool, aggravate the
failure in the market. In this sense, since “Titiapp” is at a stage prior to its
launch on the market, it demands a study to strengthen the tool.
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Figure 3: Methodology for usability and accessibility evaluation.

Both accessibility and usability play an important role in the development
of interfaces, encompassing contexts beyond the limitations of people. This
promotes standards that present appropriate conditions for interaction and
thus, equate the possibilities of users with respect to products and/or services
(Fernández, 2019, p. 173). Under this background, it is important to esta-
blish accessibility evaluations throughout the design process of interactive
platforms to identify problems.

METHODOLOGY

It consists of carrying out an evaluation of the interactive tool “Titíapp”, to
determine accessibility and usability problems in order to establish recom-
mendations that contribute to the improvement of the user experience
through the application of qualitative techniques that allow obtaining infor-
mation on the current state of the tool and the users’ points of view in relation
to the interaction with the application (See Figure 3).

Techniques:

Comparative analysis (Benchmarking), to recognize platforms with similar
characteristics: their attributes, strengths, weaknesses and differentiating ele-
ments that generate a favorable user experience. In this way, improvement
considerations can be established to enhance the tool with a view to its launch
on the market.

Accessibility evaluation, to identify access barriers that the user may
encounter in the process of interacting with the platform and the contents
in general. For this purpose, a manual evaluation is carried out with the sup-
port of specialized software, based on the principles established in the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), which allows the identification of
errors that limit the construction of the “Universal Design” principle around
the tool.

Heuristic usability evaluation, to subject the application to a usability
inspection against a set of heuristic principles (Nielsen, 1994) that allow dete-
cting problems and barriers in the application. This as a starting point prior
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to contact with real users of the tool. Since “Titíapp” is an interactive appli-
cation that is shallow in its extension, a high-level evaluation is carried out
to study the entire application.

User testing (Nielsen, 2012), as an evaluative technique that involves the
user in a real use scenario and allows detecting usage errors and inconsi-
stencies in the design and interaction based on the execution of a series of
tasks. This is to establish a contrast with the results obtained in the heuristic
evaluation

Semi-structured interview, as a qualitative technique based on conver-
sation, in this case of study, applied to the moderators of the interaction
process (accompanying tutors in the sessions) to collect information about
the experience that is evident in the children at the time they work with the
application.

Evaluative focus group (Joyce, 2019), to obtain evaluations of the tool
from the user’s perspective, in this case, the children who previously worked
with the application. This technique is considered particularly for its chara-
cteristic of application under a group dynamic, since the target user is part of
an age group between 6 and 12 years old, the interaction is estimated to be
more effective in contrast to a system of individual interviews.

CONCLUSION

Starting from the perspective that the use of technologies within the field
of education is in growing demand, and that these technological tools must
meet requirements that cover the needs of users, generating favorable experie-
nces that promote and complement learning, the present study was proposed,
where the tool for psychopedagogical recovery “Titíapp”was analyzed from
the point of view of access and use, prior to its launch on the education
market.

For this purpose, a series of analyses were carried out to identify attributes
and shortcomings of the tool with respect to its market peers, as well as acces-
sibility and use barriers that could be found in its interface and navigation. In
this sense, the application was studied using techniques that directly involved
the user, as well as expert evaluations. This whole process allowed to glimpse
the problems that should be corrected in the application to improve its per-
formance and consequently the user’s experience during the interaction from
the perspectives of attraction, functionality and reflection.

In general terms, the studies with users showed that the experience with the
application is favorable, and the level of acceptance of the platform is high, as
a result of the simple navigation structure, the visual resources and narrative
that are adjusted to the regional diversity of language and cultural contexts,
which becomes a motivating element in the interaction. This connects directly
with the concepts of the pedagogy of experience that goes from empathy to
the linkage with learning from the user’s experiences. It is here where the
importance of designing with a focus on the needs and contexts where the
user develops on a daily basis is marked.

Accessibility barriers must be eliminated in all senses when it comes to inte-
ractive platforms for education, since this promotes motivating experiences
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for the user and, consequently, contributes to a simple and intuitive intera-
ction dynamic. Therefore, it is essential to focus on the debugging of errors
that could generate interaction problems in children with different characte-
ristics, whether cognitive, functional, motor or contextual. Thus, possible
accessibility barriers will be minimized when faced with an interactive tool
that provides all the facilities for a fluid, intuitive and satisfactory interaction.

Enhancing the experience throughout the user’s journey in the process of
reading andwriting correction becomes one of the qualities that the “Titíapp”
tool should offer as a differentiating element, based on an assessment of the
child’s current situation in an automated way and connected to the entire
Titiapp.ec platform. Accordingly, at the end of the sessions with the tool, the
results obtained will allow to contrast and analyze the level of improvement
in the child and, consequently, the efficiency and effectiveness of the “Titíapp”
platform in the educational context.

Finally, it is of utmost importance to establish a periodic follow-up of the
application based on constant measurements that allow to continue identif-
ying possible errors that may reduce user satisfaction levels, as well as to
identify new implementations that enrich the user experience.
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